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Making Fools of Ourselves
"'"f"1 HE U.S. CENsus does not show a separate ment has no more authority over or control of
~ count of the fools in our population; thus,
there is no statistical evidence that stupidity is
on the increase. Yet, no observant person can
help being impressed by the increasing division
in our society between the self-anointed "experts" on the one hand, and the run-of-the-mill
citizen on the other. Few of us have the gall to
call ourselves experts, and so we accept this
division, which helps explain the diminishing
esteem in which we admitted nonexperts hold
each other - particularly in the area of moral,
social, economic, and political philosophy.
"Bosh! He doesn't know what he's talking
about," runs a common refrain.
A mutual nonadmiration society is headed
for trouble. For when we acknowledge no
great men among us, when we go to the polls
and vote for "the lesser of two evils," when by
common consent our society is peopled with
the unwise, we set the stage for the big, strong,
"wise" man who will appoint himself as our
ruler- for our own good, of course!
Is it that we are so much less wise than our
Founding Fathers? In many ways, yes. But not
enough to account for the low appraisal we
currently have of each other's views. It is my
contention that we are making fools of ourselves, submitting to and participating in a
situation that engenders a bogus ignorance.
Unless we are aware of what is bringing this
about, corrective steps will be impossible.
First, reflect on the ideal society where government is limited to dispensing that type of
protection for everyone which each has a moral
right to exercise individually. Ideally, govern-

creative and productive actions than does a
factory guard. Government at its best is but a
refinement of guarding against fraud, violence,
misrepresentation, predation; it is but the final
man-made arbiter of liberty and justice for all
- this and nothing more.
Second, let us take note of a universal characteristic among individuals: no human being is
all-knowing. An individual, at best, has no more
than a fragment of all knowledge, regardless of
how well educated or politically powerful he
may be. Furthermore, the notion that any person can synthesize all knowledge, or even approximate a synthesis, is utterly absurd. But
here is the significant fact: the free society does
not require that the individual know all there
is to know about everything. If he knows and
practices a few simple moral principles and has
a mastery of his own profession or trade, he is
adjudged an intelligent man, able to act intelligently within that tiny orbit which is his.
Thus, in a free society, we look for and find
numerous individuals who are considered competent within their own frame of experience.
Third, observe what happens to these same
individuals when the ideal, free society disappears and is replaced by democratic collectivism. See how an otherwise intelligent people
can give all the appearances of being an ignorant people or how the intelligent people we
seek are fogged out, as the saying goes, by an
ignorance artificially created.

T HE

for an artificial ignorance is
simple: Democratically elect, say, one thouFORMULA

sand from among our millions of adults, each
of the few being of the same stuff as the many,
that is, each being reasonably intelligent within his own little orbit but each being only
dimly aware that he doesn't know much. Next,
transfer individual freedom of choice and decision-making from the many to the few. Let
the few have power over all aspects of life:
how many hours each of the many may work,
what wage he shall receive, what and with
whom he may exchange, how many acres he
may sow and reap, how much wheat or cotton
or tobacco or peanuts he may grow, how much
of his income he may retain, how his medical
care shall be arranged, how his old age is to be
secured against the vicissitudes of life, what
prices he may charge for his products or services, what value his money shall have, what
interest rate or rent he may charge, what areas
are permissible for competition, what part of
his earnings shall go to relieve who and where
and for what, who his enemies are and what
wars he must fight, how much he must spend
for moon exploration, the businesses and workers and communities and nations he must subsidize, how his children are to be educated,
whom he may employ and under what conditions, and so on and on - give the few these
powers over the many and the recipe for a
bogus mass ignorance is complete. The millions, many of whom would appear intelligent
in a free society, will, under democratic collectivism, appear stupid.
Why will many of these millions appear
stupid? Because under the pressure of "responsible citizenship" they vote for those who
would control all aspects of life. Therefore, to
vote "intelligently" they must try to know a
great deal about all the affairs of human existence that the candidates for rulership - the
few - are striving to control.
In keeping with the theory of democratic
collectivism they must be able intelligently to
discuss the problems of agriculture, complex
monetary affairs, foreign exchange, the gold
reserve, backward peoples and underdeveloped
countries the world over, labor relations and
the ins and outs of collective bargaining, orbit-

al communication, orbital weather reporting,
orbital mapping, and orbital warfare, military
policy, goven-..ment education; indeed, a thousand and one other subjects. Put in other terms,
they are trapped into an attempt to explain
how socialism can be made to work. Is there a
person who can do this? Not being all-knowing
but, on the contrary, only infinitessimally knowledgeable, they must appear ignorant whenever
they wander beyond their own tiny realms of
knowledge, that is, whenever they presume to
discuss and pass judgment on problems about
which they know nothing at all.
Few of us, even libertarian idealists, when
living under democratic collectivism, are able
to resist talking about and feigning authoritative judgment on every subject within the domain of the collectivistic rulership. Further,
when living in this kind of a society and when
taking positions on matters about which we
know nothing, our know-nothing positions tend
to side with the collectivistic. Led thus astray,
we have no time to understand and practice
freedom! Is it any wonder that we appear ignorant to each other?1
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I s THERE a way out of this trap? There is, indeed! The way has two ingredients: humility
and faith.
Humility suggests that each freedom devotee
become conscious of how little he knows and
of how little is known by those who would be
or are our rulers. From this acute consciousness stems a healthy skepticism: no one knows
how to make socialism work. Aware of this we
then recognize that organized force (govern1 This does not imply that democratic collectivi~·;n is less
authoritarian than is the usurped type, as in Russia. But the
Russian type does not induce the Russian people to discuss
matters about which they know nothing. Indeed, they cannot freely discuss all the subjects within their competence.
Siberia, not the reputation for ignorance, is the lot of Russians who freely indulge in disputation.
The best instance of an advanced democratic collectivism
is to be found in little Uruguay. There they democratically
elect not one but nine presidents! And they democratically
elect members of the legislature who work around the clock
writing the rules of democratic despotism. A country rich
in resources and populated by a fine people is now economically strangled, and individual initiative is a quality of the
past. But observe the free discussion! Visit Uruguay for a
miniature preview of where democratic collectivism leads
a people.
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ment) has only a strictly negative role to play,
that all productive and creative actions belong
in the realm of men acting freely, privately,
voluntarily, competitively, cooperatively. Thus
fortified, we cannot be drawn into the acceptance of a socialistic premise and, without such
an acceptance, we will no longer pontificate on
what socialistic conduct or procedure should
be. If unable to explain how freedom can cope
with social problems, it is intelligent to confess modestly, "I do not know." Acting in this
manner, we will appear no more ignorant to
others than we actually are! Nor will we then
be interfering with someone else who does
know, or might find an answer. In other words,
we'll have faith in freedom - faith that man is
endowed with wonderful faculties by his Creator, not by the state.

THE

of faith required appears difficult to
come by - despite the enormous evidence that
warrants it. It is this : When freedom devotees
exist in adequate numbers - impressing one
another as men of at least ordinary competence
- an indescribable catalytic force will bring
about a sudden configuration, a coalescence, a
merging of their number to replace the democratic collectivism under which we now exist.
No individual or committee can plan or
master mind or invent this catalytic force.
Strange as it may seem, this force is omnipresent like the drawing power of a magnet - and
just as mysterious. But as the magnet cannot
draw sawdust to it but only material of a certain quality, so this force cannot draw p eople
to it except as they exist in a tractable state.
Thus, the individual who wishes to witness
this phenomenon can do nothing about it except as he makes himself tractable or teachable, except as he unburdens himself of a bogus
ignorance, except as he perfects self.
This is not nonsense. On the contrary, it is a
hard fact: Patrick Henry made his "give me
liberty or give me death" speech scores of
times. Nothing happened until one memorable
occasion when this same speech had an electrifying, coalescing effect. Even Henry was unTYPE

aware that his words were a catalytic force until the moment when a certain quality of understanding was achieved by his listeners and,
thus, they were drawn into action by the force
of his words. The words did not change; the
listeners changed!

L ooK TO NATURE or to the market for countless confinnations of this hard fact. For example, a certain molecular configuration will
present itself as a sturdy oak. What is the catalytic force that attends to the mysterious configuration of the molecules? We do not know
and, thus, we concede, "Only God can make a
tree." Or, take note of how one configuration of
infinitely varied creative human energies will
show forth as a jet plane, another as a pencil,
still another as a symphony, on and on in response to human necessity. Significantly, we do
not know what the force is that draws forth
and coalesces these creative human energies.
There are, though, two things about which we
are certain: ( 1 ) that the creative human energies must exist in the first place and ( 2 ) that
they must be unfettered if they are to emerge
and coalesce.
We may confidently expect an emerging and
a coalescence of intelligent freedom devotees
- of those even unknown to each other - when
each gains that point in understanding and exposition where he will be attracted by whatever the indescribable catalytic force is. This
force, sometimes referred to as "a voice crying
in the wilderness," is always at work, always
present. The sole deficiency is in ourselves; this
force, to repeat the metaphor, needs something
besides sawdust to draw upon. George Washington made a good suggestion: "Let us raise
a standard to which the wise and honest can
repair. The event is in the hand of God." Let
each of us adhere to such a standard, quit
making fools of ourselves, and have faith that
the event will occur.
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Understanding Our Free Economy
There has been a great deal
of warranted lament about
economics textbooks for
high schools and colleges almost exclusively "the new
economics"!

TtXTBOOKS
There is no remedy except
to produce economics textbooks. Here are two with
which devotees of the free
society should acquaint
themselves.

by Fairchild and Shelly, in its third and revised edition, is just off
the press. This is designed to give high school students a clear,
dependable presentation of important facts and basic principles.
By relating economic principles to the situations which students - encounter in their daily lives, the text makes economics vital and
interesting. Forty-five short chapters; questions at chapter ends.
D. Van Nostrand, 1962
615 pages; illustrated; indexed. $5.40
Use order form .

COLLEGE AND GRADUATE LEVEL

Man, Economy, and State
by Murray N. Rothbard starts where the study of the science of
economics must start - with the individual and why he acts as he
does. The author continually examines what persons are doing
and what motivates them to do it. On that basis, he develops his
theories of value, interest, prices, profits, rent, capital, monopoly,
wages, money, credit, savings, business cycles, and the various
other phenomena that are the subject of this science. This textbook is not recommended for the casual student who is merely
completing an academic requirement for "a semester of economics." It is only for the student who wants to study "human
action in the market place" as a science.
D. Van Nostrand, 1962 Two volumes; 986 pages; indexed. $20.00
Use order form.
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All "Cliches of Socia l ism" are printed on
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Any student on any campus may receive THE FREEMAN
each month of the school year, without charge, providing
the student makes the request. You are invited to help
us spread this word.
Or, if you wish to have THE FREEMAN sent to one or
more students or libraries or fraternity or sorority houses
as a gift from you, merely send FEE the names and
addresses and $3.50 each for the school year, October
through May. We shall faithfully follow your instructions.

Use order form.

Use order form.

TWO NEW "CLICHES OF SOCIALISM"
No. 30. "The government can do it cheaper because it doesn't have to make a profit."
No. 31. "If government doesn't relieve distress,
who will?"
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